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AGMA Inducts Inaugural Class for Hall of Fame 

Alexandria, VA , - The American Gear Manufacturers Association (AGMA) is pleased to announce the 

inaugural class for the newly formed AGMA Hall of Fame. The Hall of Fame was created as part of the 

AGMA Centennial Anniversary Celebration. Its purpose is to recognize the contributions of the pioneers 

and innovators of the gear industry.   

 

“The AGMA Hall of Fame is an opportunity to honor the visionaries who have paved the way for the 

practices and products of the industry as we know them today.  These leaders have made significant 

contributions to the industry, without them the gear industry and AGMA would be a very different 

place, commented Arlin Perry, President of Comer Industries and Chairman of AGMA’s Centennial 

Committee. 

 

The inaugural recipients of the AGMA Hall of Fame award are 12 of the 19 founding corporate members 

of AGMA that still survive today in one form or another. These honorees include: 

• Altra Industrial Motion – for both Boston Gear Works and R.D. Nuttall Company  

• Broadwind Energy/Brad Foote Gear Works -- for their ownership of Pittsburgh Gear & Machine 

Company 

• Cincinnati Gearing Systems -- for Cincinnati Gear Company 

• Horsburgh & Scott Company 

• Overton Chicago Gear – for D.O. James Manufacturing Company 

• Regal Beloit – for both the Foote Brothers Gear & Machine Company and the W.A. Jones 

Foundry & Machine Company 



• Steward Machine Company -- for Earle Gear & Machine Company 

• Timken Company – for both Philadelphia Gear and Hamilton Gear and Machine Company 

 

 

About AGMA 

The American Gear Manufacturers Association is a voluntary association of companies, consultants, and 

academicians with a direct interest in the design, manufacture, and application of gears, couplings, and 

related power transmission components and equipment. Complete information on the organization is 

available at www.agma.org. 

 

AGMA is celebrating its 100th Anniversary year in 2016. See the organizations timeline website: 

http://agma100.1440n.net/ 
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